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Customs and Excise Legislation Amendment
Act 1989

No. 23 of 1989

An Act to amend legislation relating to Customs and Excise,
and for related purposes

[Assented to 5 May 19891
BE IT ENACTED by the Queen, and the Senate and the House of

Representatives of the Commonwealth of Australia. as follows:

PART I-PRELIMINARY

Short title
5 1. This Act mav be referred to as the Customs and Excise Legislation

Amendment Act 1989.

Commencement
2. This Act commences on I July 1989.
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PART II-AMENDMENTS OF THE CUSTOMS ACT 1901 AND
RELATED RN SIT)NAL PROVISIONS

Principal Act
3. In this Part, "Principal Act" means the Customs Act 1901'.

Interpretation
4. Section 4 of the Principal Act is amended:
(a) by omitting from subsection (1) the definition of "Officer"

"Officer of Customs" and substituting the following definitions:
"'Officer' means an officer of Customs;
'Officer of Customs' means a person:

(a)
(b)

5

or

employed in the Customs; or
authorised in writing by the Comptroller to perform
all of the functions of an officer of Customs:

and includes;
(c) in relation to a provision of a Customs Act, a person

authorised in writing by the Comptroller to perform
the functions of an officer of Customs under that
provision: or

(d) in relation to a power conferred by a provision of a
Customs Act. a person authorised in writing by the
Comptroller to perform the functions of an officer of
Customs in relation to the exercise of that power"';

(b) by inserting in subsection I ) the following definitions:
''Commercial document'. in relation to aoods. means a document

prepared in the ordinary course oi business for the purposes
of a commercial transaction involving the goods or the
carriage of goods:

'Container' means a container within the meaning of the Customs
Convention on Containers. 1 972 signed in Geneva on
' December 1972. as affected bv any amendment of the
Convention that has come into force:

'Pallet' means a pallet within the meaning of the European
Convention on Customs Treatment of Pallets used in
International Transport signed in Geneva on 9 December
1960. as affected bv anv amendment ot' the Convention that
has come into force:". and

c) by inserting in subsection i I) the following definition:
Records offence' means:

(a) an offence against subsection 240 (1) or (4) of this
Act:

(b) -in offence against:
ii) section o. 7 or x of the Crime. Act 1914:

10

15

20

25

30

35

40
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(ii) paragraph 86 (1) (a) of that Act; or
(iii) section 237 of this Act;

being an offence that relates to an offence of the kind
referred to in paragraph (a) of this definition; or

5 (c) an offence against section 29D or 86A of the Crimes
Act 1914, being an offence that relates to a tax
liability;".

Information and documents relating to entries etc.
5. Section 38B of the Principal Act is amended by omitting subsection

10 (7).

Authority to deal with goods
6. Section 39 of the Principal Act is amended by inserting after subsection

(I) the following subsections:

"'(1A) Authority under this section to deal with goods shall, unless a
15 Collector has determined under subsection (IB) that this subsection does

not apply in relation to the goods. be expressed to be subject to the condition
that an officer of Customs may, at any time within 5 years after the goods
are entered for a particular purpose. require verification of information that
was supplied to the Collector for the purposes of their entry for that

20 purpose. and may, for the purpose of that verification, exercise such of the
powers conferred under section 214AA as the officer considers necessary.

"(1B) Where a Collector is satisfied that the information given to him
or her for the purposes of an entry of goods will not require verification of
that information after the goods are entered, he or she may determine, in

2-5 writing, that subsection (IA) does not apply in relation to the goods.".

7. Division 2 of Part VIII of the Principal Act is repealed and the
following= Division is substituted:

"Division 2-Valustion of Imported Goods

Interpretation
30 -154. (1) In this Division. unless the contrary intention appears:

'about the same time' has the meaning given by subsection (2):
acquire. in relation to goods. includes purchase, receive in exchange for

other goods. take on lease. take on hire. take on hire-purchase and
take under licence:

35 'Australian inland freight'. in relation to imported goods. means:
(a) if any amount (other than an amount of an Australian inland

insurance) was paid or is payable by a trader of the goods
to a person other than a person related to a trader of the
goods in respect of:
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(i) the transportation of the goods on or after their
importation into Australia; or

(ii) the obtaining of any commercial or other
documentation required in respect of the transportation
referred to in subparagraph (i) or in respect of the S
importation of the goods;

and a Collector is satisfied of the correctness of that amount-
that amount;

(b) if any amount (other than an amount of Australian inland
insurance) was paid or is payable by a trader of the goods 10
to a person related to a trader of the goods in respect of the
provision of a service referred to in subparagraph (a) (i) or
(ii) and a Collector

(i) is satisfied that the amount is the same, or substantially
the same, as the amount that would be payable to a 15
person not so related: and

(ii) is satisfied of the correctness of that amount:
that amount: or

(c) if any amount (other than an amount of Australian inland
insurance) was paid or is payable by a trader in respect of 20
the provision of a service referred to in subparagraph (a) (i)
or (ii) but a Collector s not satisfied as required by paragraph
(a) or (b). whichever is applicable-such an amount as a
Collector determines, having regard to the ordinary costs
payable in respect of the provision of the same service to a 25
trader in respect of the same class of goods as the imported
Foods, under the same conditions. by a person who is not
related to a trader of goods of that class. on or after their
importation into Australia:

or. if more than one of paragraphs (a). (b) and (c) is applicable to 30
the goods, the sum of the amounts ascertained in accordance with
the applicable paragraphs:

'Australian iniand insurance'. in relation to imported goods. means:
(a) if anv amount was paid or is payable by a trader of the

goods to a person other than a person related to a trader of 35
the goods in respect of insurance in relation to the
transportation of the goods on or after importation into
Australia and a Collector is satisfied of the correctness of
that amount-that amount:

(b) if anv amount was paid or is payable by a trader of the 40
goods to a person related to a trader of the goods in respect
of insurance of the kind referred to in paragraph (a) and a
Collector:
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(i) is satisfied that the amount is the same, or substantially
the same, as the amount that would be payable to a
person not so related; and

(ii) is satisfied of the correctness of that amount;
5 that amount; or

(c) if any amount was paid or is payable by a trader in respect
of insurance of a kind referred to in paragraph (a) but a
Collector is not satisfied as required by paragraph (a) or (b),
whichever is applicable-such an amount as a Collector

10 determines, having regard to the ordinary cost of the same
kind of insurance to a trader in respect of the same class of
goods as the imported goods. under the same conditions,
where the insurer is not related to a trader of goods of that
class:

15 or, if more than one of paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) is applicable to
the goods. the sum of the amounts ascertained in accordance with
the applicable paragraphs;

'buying commission' has the meaning given by section 155;
comparable goods'. in relation to imported goods, means:

20 (a) the imported goods:
kb) identical goods; or
(c) similar goods:

computed value'. in relation to imported goods, has the meaning given
by action 161F

25 computed valued goods' means exporter's goods:
(a) whose owner has, before the payment of duty in respect of

the goods (whether before or after any determination of a
value of the goods) requested a Collector to take their
customs value to be their Lmputed value in preference to

30 their deductive value: and
k b) whose computed valt-e can be determined by the Collector,

customs value'. in relation to impoLt:ed goods, has the meaning given by
section 159:

'deductible administrative crsts'. in relation to goods in a sale, means
35 any costs that are payabic on or after the importation of the goods

into Au .Lralia in relation to the activities of, or services performed
by. any local. State or Commonwealth public authorities or officers,
any licensed Customs agent. or any other person in Australia, in
connection with the importation and subsequent delivery of the

40 goods:
'deductible financing costs', in relation to goods in a sale, means any

interest payable under a written contract, agreement or arrangement
under which the purchaser is permitted to delay the payment of the
price in return for the payment of that interest (whether or not also
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in return for an increase in the price or for the payment of an
additional amount), being a contract, agreement or arrangement
entered into between the purchaser and the vendor or another
person in relation to the purchase of the goods, where:

(a) the interest is distinguiShed to the satisfaction of a Collector 5
from the price actually paid or payable for the goods;

(b) if a Collector requires the purchaser to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of a Collector that identical or similar goods are
actually sold at the last-mentioned price-the purchaser so
demonstrates; and 10

(c) if a Collector requires the purchaser to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of a Collector that the rate of the interest does
not exceed the rate of interest in similar contracts, agreements
or arrangements entered into in the country where, and at
the time when, finance under the first-mentioned contract, 15
agreement or arrangement was provided-the purchaser so
demonstrates:

'deductive (contemporary sales) value', in relation to imported goods.
has the meaning given by section 161C:

deductive (derived goods sales) vaiue'. in relation to imported goods. 20
has the meaning given by section 161E.

'deductive (later sales) value', in relation to imported goods. has the
meaning given by section 161D:

'deductive value'. in relation to imported goods. means their:
(a) deductive (contemporary sales) value: 25
x b) deductive (later sales) vaiue: or
(c) deductive (derived goods sales) value:

-xempted container' means a container that:
(a) is not a pallet: and
(b) :s or has been permitted to be temporarily imported into 30

Australia free of Customs dutv under section 162A:
'txemrted pallet' means a pallet that is or has been permitted to be

temporarily imported into Australia free of Customs duty under
either section 1 62A or 1 62B:

!xporter's goods' means imported goods exported to Australia by their 35
producer:

.all-backc vaiue. in relation to imported goods. has the meaning given
by section 161 G:

'oreign inland freight'. in relation to imported goods. means:
(a) it any amount (other than an amount of foreign inland 40

insurance) was paid or is payable bv a trader of the goods
co a person other than a person related to a trader of the
goods in respect of'
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(i) the transportation of the goods within a foreign country
before they left their place of export; or

(ii) the obtaining of any commercial or other
documentation (other than documentation required in

5 respect of overseas freight or overseas insurance)
required in respect of the transportation referred to in
subparagraph (i) or in respect of the transportation
of the goods from the foreign country concerned;

and a Collector is satisfied of the correctness of that amount-
10 that amount;

(b) if any amount (other than an amount of foreign inland
insurance) was paid or is payable by a trader of the goods
to a person related to a trader of the goods in respect of the
provision of service referred to in subparagraph (a) (i) or

15 (ii) and a Collector:
(i) is satisfied that the amount is the same. or substantially

the same, as the amount that would be payable to a
person not so related: and

(ii) is satisfied of the correctness of that amount:
20 that amount; or

(c) if any amount (other than an amount of foreign inland
insurance) was paid or is payable by a trader in respect of
the provision of a service referred to in subparagraph (a) (i)
or (ii) but a Collector is not satisfied as required by paragraph

25 (a) or (b), whichever is applicable-such an amount as a
Collector determines. having regard to the ordinary costs
payable in respect of the provision of the same service to a
trader, in respect of the same class of goods as the imported
goods. under the same conditions. by a person who is not

30 related to a trader of goods of that class. before leaving the
same place of export:

or. if more than one of paragraphs (a). (b) and (c) is applicable to
the goods. the sum of the amounts ascertained in accordance with
the applicable paragraphs:

35 Toreian inland insurance'. in relation to imported goods. means:
(a) if any amount was paid or is payable by a trader of the

goods to a person other than a person related to a trader of
the goods in respect of insurance in relation to the
transportation of the goods within a foreign country before

40 they left their place of export and a Collector is satisfied of
the correctness of that amount-that amount:

Nb) if any amount was paid or is payable by a trader of the
goods to a person related to a trader of the goods in respect
of insurance of the kind referred to in paragraph (a) and a

45 Collector:
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(i) is satisfied that the amount is the same, or substantially
the same, as the amount that would be payable to a
person not so related; and

(ii) is satisfied of the correctness of that amount;
that amount; or 5

(c) if any amount was paid or is payable by a trader in respect
of insurance of a kind referred to in paragraph (a) but a
Collector is not satisfied as required by paragraph (a) or (b),
whichever is applicable-such an amount as a Collector
determines. having regard to the ordinary cost of the same 10
kind of insurance to a trader in respect of the same class of
goods as the imported goods, under the same conditions,
where the insurer is not related to a trader of goods of that
class;

or. if more than one of paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) is applicable to 15
the goods, the sum of the amounts ascertained in accordance with
the applicable paragraphs:

'identical goods'. in relation to imported goods, has the meaning given
by section 156:

'identical goods value'. in relation to imported goods. has the meaning 20
given by section 161A;

'import sales transaction'. in relation to imported goods. means:
(a) where there was one. and only one. contract of sale for the

importation of the goods into Australia entered into before
they became subject to Customs control and it was also a 25
contract for their exportation from a foreign country-that
contract:

(b) where there was one. and onlv one. contract of sale for the
importation of the goods into Australia entered into before
they became subject to Customs control and it was not also 30
a contract for their exportation from a foreign country-that
contract: or

ic) where there were 2 or more contracts of sale for the
importation of the goods into Australia entered into before
they became subject to Customs control-whichever of the 35
contracts was made last:

and includes:
(d) any contract. agreement or arrangement. whether formal or

informal. to which the vendor. the purchaser or an agent of.
or a person related to. the vendor or purchaser is a party 40
that provides for an increase in the value of the goods the
subject of the contract of sale referred to in paragraph (a),
(b) or (c) prior to their importation: and

(e) any other contract. agreement or arrangement relating to the
contract or sale referred to in paragraph (a). (b) or (c) that 45
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a Collector determines is so closely connected with that
contract and to the goods the subject of that contract that
together they form a single transaction;

'overseas freight', in relation to imported goods, means:
5 (a) if any amount (other than an amount of overseas insurance)

was paid or is payable by a trader of the goods to a person
other than a person related to a trader of the goods in
respect of the transportation of the goods from their place of
export to Australia. the goods are not self transported goods

10 and a Collector is satisfied of the correctness of that amount-
that amount;

(b) if any amount (other than an amount of overseas insurance)
was paid or is payable by a trader of the goods to a person
related to a trader of the goods in respect of the transportation

15 referred to in paragraph (a), the goods concerned are not
self transported goods and a Collector:

(i) is satisfied that the amount is the same, or substantially
the same, as the amount that would be payable to a
person not so related: and

20 (ii) is satisfied of the correctness of that amount:
that amount: or

(c) if any amount (other than an amount of overseas insurance)
was paid or is payable by a trader in respect of the
transportation referred to in paragraph (a) but the goods

25 concerned are self transported goods or a Collector is not
satisfied as required by paragraph (a) or (b), whichever is
appiicable-such an amount. as a Collector determines. having
regard to the ordinary costs of the transportation of goods of
the same class as the imported goods:

30 (i) if the imported goods are self transported goods-
under the most commercially viable conditions: or

dii) if the imported goods are not self transported goods-
under the same conditions as the imported goods:

by a person who is not related to a trader of goods of that
.5 class. between the same foreign country and Australia:

or. if more than one of paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) is applicable to
the goods. the sum of the amounts ascertained in accordance with
the applicable paragraphs:

overseas insurance. in relation to imported goods. means:
t0 ta) if any amount was paid or is payable bv a trader of the

; oods to a person other than a person related to a trader of
Lhe goods in respect of insurance In relation to the
transportation of the goods from their place of export to
Australia. the goods are not self transported goods and a
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Collector is satisfied of the correctness of that amount-that
amount;

(b) if any amount was paid or is payable by a trader of the
goods to a person related to a trader of the goods in respect
of insurance of the kind referred to in paragraph (a), the 5
goods concerned are not self transported goods, and a
Collector:

(i) is satisfied that the amount is the same. or substantially
the same. as the amount that would be payable to a
person not so related: and 10

(ii) is satisfied of the correctness of that amount.
that amount: or

(c) if any amount was paid or is payable in respect of insurance
of a kind referred to in paragraph (a) but the goods concerned
are self transported goods or a Collector is not satisfied as 15
required by paragraph (a) or (b) whichever is applicable-
such an amount as a Collector determines. having regard to
the ordinary cost of insurance in relation to the transportation
of goods of the same class as the imported goods:

(i) if the imported goods are self transported goods- 20
under the most commercially viable conditions: or

(ii) if the imported goods are not self transported goods-
under the same conditions as the imported goods:

where the insurer is not related to a trader of the transported
goods: 25

or. if more than one of paragraphs (a). (b) and (c) is applicable to
the goods, the sum of the amounts ascertained in accordance with
-he applicable Daragraphs:

'place o' export'. in relation to imported goods. means:
a) where, while in the country from which thev were exported. 30

:he goods were posted to Austratia-ihe place where they
were so posted:

b) where, while in the country from which they were exported.
the goods. not being goods referred to in paragraph (a). were
packed in a container-the pace where they were so packed: 35

(cl where the goods. being seif transported goods. were exported
from a country by sea or air-the place. or iast nlace. in that
country from which the goods departed for Australia:

d) where the goods. not being goods referred to in paragraph
ia). (b) or (c). were exported from a country ov sea or air- 4)
the viace. or first place. in that country where the goods
were niacea on noard a snio or aircraft for export trom that
country:
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(e) where the goods, not being goods referred to in paragraph
(a), (b), (c) or (d), were exported from a country by land,
or by river, canal or other inland waterway-the place at
which the goods finally crossed the border from that country

5 into another country in the course of their transportation to
Australia; or

(f) in any other case-a place determined by a Collector;
'price', in relation to goods the subject of a contract of sale, means an

amount determined by a Collector, after disregarding value unrelated
10 matters in relation to those goods. to be the sum of:

(a) all payments that have been made, or are to be made,
directly or indirectly, in relation to such goods, by or on
behalf of the purchaser:

(i) to the vendor:
15 (ii) to any person related to the vendor unless a Collector

is satisfied that the vendor has not derived and will
not derive any direct or indirect benefit from the
payment, or

(iii) to any other person for the direct or indirect benefit
20 of the vendor:

in accordance with the contract of sale: and
Xb) all payments that have been made, or are to be made,

directly or indirectly, in relation to such goods. by or on
behalf of the purchaser:

25 (i) to the vendor:
(ii) to any person related to the vendor unless a Collector

is satisfied that the vendor has not derived and will
not derive any direct or indirect benefit from the
payment: or

30 (iii) to any other person for the direct or indirect benefit
of the vendor:

under any other contract. agreement or arrangement. whether
formai or informal. being a contract. agreement or
arrangement for the doing of anything to increase the value

35 of the goods or that a Collector is satisfied is so closely
connected with the contract of sale referred to in paragraph
(a) and to the goods the subject of that contract that together
they form a single transaction:

whether the payment is made in money or by letter of credit,
-10 negotiable instrument or otherwise. andincludes:

tc) the value. as determined by a Collector. of any goods or
services supplied. or to be supplied. by. or on behalf otf the
purchaser as part of the consideration passing from the
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purchaser under the contract of sale referred to in paragraph
(a); and

(d) the value, as determined by a Collector, of any goods or
services supplied, or to be supplied, directly or indirectly, by,
or on behalf of, the purchaser: 5

(i) to the vendor,
(ii) to any person related to the vendor unless the Collector

is satisfied that the vendor has not derived and will
not derive any direct or indirect benefit from the
payment; or 10

(iii) to any other person for the direct or indirect benefit
of the vendor;

under a contract, agreement or arrangement of the kind
referred to in paragraph (b);

but does not include the amount of any duty of Customs (including 15
any dumping or countervailing duty imposed under the Customs
Tariff (Anti-Dumping) Act 1975), any sales tax. or any other duty
or tax, that is payable by law because of the importation into, or
subsequent use, sale or disposition in. Australia of the goods:

price related costs', in relation to imported goods, means: 20
(a) production assist costs in respect of the goods:
(b) packing costs for materials and labour paid or payable,

directly or indirectly, by or on behalf of the purchaser in
respect of the goods (including, but without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, costs of fumigating, cleaning, 25
coating, wrapping or otherwise preparing the goods for their
exportation from a foreign country or otherwise placing them
in the condition in which they are imported into Australia,
but not including the cost of any exempted pallet or exempted
container concerned in their exportation); 30

(c) foreign inland freight and foreign inland insurance in relation
to the goods paid or payable. directly or indirectly, by or on
behalf of the purchaser:

(d) commission. other than a buying commission. or brokerage,
paid or payable. directly or indirectly, by or on behalf of the 35
purchaser in respect of the goods: or

(e) all royalties or licence fees paid or payable. directly or
indirectly, by or on behalf of the purchaser to the vendor or
to another person under the import sales transaction. not
being royalties or licence fees: 40

(i) that do not relate to the imported goods in the
condition, or substantially in the condition, in which
they are imported into Australia:
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(ii) whose only relationship to the imported goods in the
condition in which they are imported into Australia is
insubstantial or incidental;

(iii) that are merely for the right to reproduce the imported
5 goods within Australia; or

(iv) that are payable for the assembly, erection,
construction or maintenance of imported goods after
their importation into Australia or for any technical
assistance in respect of the goods after their

10 importation: and
(f) the whole or any part of the proceeds of any subsequent use,

resale or disposal of the goods, by or on behalf of the
purchaser, that have accrued, or will accrue, to the vendor;

'produce' includes grow, manufacture, mine, process and treat;
15 'production assist costs', in relation to imported goods (including imported

goods that are comparable goods or derived goods in relation to
other imported goods), means the sum of:

(a) the purchaser's material costs;
(b) the purchaser's tooling costs:

'0 (c) the purchaser's work costs: and
td) the purchaser's subsidiary costs:

in relation to those first-mentioned imported goods:
'production materials'. in relation to the imported goods. means:

(a) materials, components or other goods that form part of the
25 imported goods: and

,b) materials consumed in the production of the imported goods;
'production tooling', in relation to imported goods. means tools, dies,

moulds or other machinery or equipment used in the production of
the imported goods:

O production work' means art work, design work, development work and
engineering work and includes models. plans and sketches:

purchaser'. in relation to imported goods. means the purchaser under
the import sales transaction for the goods:

'purchaser's material costs'. in relation to imported goods. means the sum
35 of the following amounts relating to production materials supplied,

directly or indirectly, by the purchaser free of charge or at a reduced
cost:

a an amount equal to:
(i) where the materials were acquired by the purchaser

40 from a person who was not related to the purchaser
ar. the time ot acquisition-the cost of acquisition:

di)j here the materials were acquired by the purchaser
from a person who was related to the purchaser at
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the time of acquisition and who did not produce the
materials-the cost of acquisition of the materials by
the person; or

(iii) where the materials were produced by the purchaser
or by a person who was related to the purchaser at 5
the time of production of the goods-the cost of
production;

(b) the cost of transporting the materials after their acquisition
or production by the purchaser to the place of production of
the imported goods; 10

(c) the cost of repairs and modifications of the materials after
their acquisition or production by the purchaser;

purchaser's subsidiary costs', in relation to imported goods, means such
part of the sum of the following amounts relating to subsidiary goods,
or subsidiary services. supplied. directly or indirectly, by the purchaser 15
free of charge or at a reduced price as a Collector considers should
be apportioned to the production of the imported goods:

(a) an amount equal to:
(i) where the subsidiary goods relate to work goods and

were available generally to the public in Australia or 20
elsewhere at the time of acquisition by the purchaser
(in this definition called 'available goods')-the cost
to the public of acquiring the available goods:

(ii) where the subsidiary goods (other than available goods)
were acquired by the purchaser from a person who 25
was not related to the purcnaser at the time of
acquisition-the cost of acquisition:

(iii) where the subsidiary goods other than available goods)
were acquired by the purchaser from a person who
was related to the purchaser at the time of acquisition 30
and who did not produce the goods-the cost of
acquisition bV the person: or

(,iv) where the subsidiary goods (other than available goods)
were produced bv the purchaser or by a person who
was related to the purcnaser at the time of the 35
production of the goods-the cost of that production:

b) the cost of transporting the subsidiary goods (other than
.oods that reiate to work goods) after their acquisition or
?roduction bv the ourchaser to the place of production of
the production materials or production tooling, as the case 40
requires:

ic) the cost of repairs and modifications of subsidiary goods.
other than iooas that relate to work ioods), after their
icauisition or nrocuction nv the Purchaser:
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(d) the cost of repairs and modifications outside Australia of
subsidiary goods that relate to work goods after the acquisition
or production of the subsidiary goods by the purchaser,

(e) an amount equal to:
5 (i) where the subsidiary services were supplied by a person

who was not related to the purchaser at the time of
the supply-the cost of that supply; or

(ii) in any other case-such amount as the Collector
determines to be the value of the subsidiary services;

10 (f) the cost of the supply of any further services in relation to
the subsidiary services (other than services that relate to
work services);

(g) the cost of the supply outside Australia of any further
services in relation to the subsidiary services that relate to

15 work services;
'purchaser's tooling costs', in relation to imported goods, means such

part of the sum of the following amounts relating to production
tooling supplied, directly or indirectly, by the purchaser free of
charge or at a reduced price as a Collector considers should be

20 apportioned to the production of the imported goods:
(a) an amount equal to:

(i) where the tooling was acquired by the purchaser from
a person who was not related to the purchaser at the
time of acquisition-the cost of acquisition:

25 (ii) where the tooling was acquired by the purchaser from
a person who was related to the purchaser at the time
of acquisition and who did not produce the tooling-
the cost of acquisition of the tooling by the person; or

(iii) where the tooling was produced by the purchaser or
30 by a person who was related to the purchaser at the

time of production of the tools-the cost of production;
b) the cost of transporting the tooling after its acquisition or

production by the purchaser to the place of production of
the imported goods:

35 (c) the cost of repairs and modifications of the tooling after its
acquisition or production by the purchaser:

purchaser's work costs'. in relation to imported goods. means such part
of the sum of the following amounts relating to work goods. or
work services. supplied. directly or indirectly, by the purchaser free

40 of charge or at a reduced price. as a Collector considers should be
apportioned to the production of the imported goods:

'a) an amount equal to:
(i) where the work goods were available generally to the

public in Australia or elsewhere at the time of
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acquisition by the purchaser (in this definition called
'available goods')-the cost to the public of acquiring
the goods;

(ii) where the work goods (other than available goods)
were acquired by the purchaser from a person who 5
was not related to the purchaser at the time of
acquisition-the cost of acquisition;

(iii) where the work goods (other than available goods)
were acquired by the purchaser from a person who
was related to the purchaser at the time of acquisition 10
and who did not produce the work goods-the cost of
acquisition by the person: or

(iv) where the work goods (other than available goods)
were produced by the purchaser or by a person who
was related to the purchaser at the time of the 15
production of the work goods-the cost of that
production:

lb) the cost oi transporting the work goods. after their acquisition
or production by the purchaser to the place of production of
the imported goods: 20

.c the cost oi repairs and modifications outside Australia of the
work Boods after their acquisition by the purchaser

!d) an amount equal to:
i) where the work services were supplied by a person

who was not related to the purchaser at the time of 25
:he suppiy-the cost of that supply: or

ii) :.n any other case-such amount as the Collector
Determines to be the vaiue of the work services:

e the cost of the supply outside Australia of any further
services in relation to the work services: 30

7elatea . mn ration zo persons. has the meaning given bv subsection (3);
-eauesE gooas means goods wnose owner has requested a Collector to

Determine their aeductive (dernvea goods saiesi value:
rovaitv. in reaction to imoortea eooas. means rovaltv within the meaning

.even by section 157: 35
:eif transported aoods means:

ia) a shin imported otherwise than in another ship or an aircraft:
,)r

b) an aircraft :moorted otnerwise than in a ship or another
aircraft: 40

.imiiar Gooas. in relation to imported 2oods. has the meaning given bv
actionn 156:

xmilar oods value. .n relation to :mnortca goods. ha the meann
:Iven ny section : n i B:
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'subsidiary goods', in relation to imported goods, means goods supplied,
directly or indirectly, by the purchaser in relation to the production
of production materials, production tooling, work goods, or work
services, supplied, directly or indirectly by the purchaser (whether

5 or not free of charge or at a reduced cost) in relation to the
production of the imported goods;

'subsidiary services', in relation to imported goods, means services supplied,
rI|fm.t~ or indirectly, by the purchaser in relation to the production
of production materials, production tooling. work goods, or work

10 services, supplied, directly or indirectly by the purchaser (whether
or not free of charge or at a reduced cost) in relation to the
production of the imported goods;

'trade mark' means a mark of a kind capable of registration under the
Trade Marks Act 1955, whether or not it is registered under that

15 Act or any other law, but does not include a mark that relates to a
service;

'trader. in relation to goods. means a vendor, exporter, purchaser or
importer of the goods:

'transaction value. in relation to imported goods, has the meaning given
20 bv section 161;

transportation includes transportation by post and storage or handling
incidental to transportation:

Value unrelated amount', in relation to goods in a sale. means:
(a) where the sale is on commission-the amount of commission

25 usually earned in connection with the sale of other goods of
the same class and in the same quantity as the goods in the
sale. being a sale of other goods in Australia at the same
trade level as the first-mentioned goods:

lb) where the sale is not on commission-the amount usually
30 added for profit and general expenses (including all costs.

direct or indirect. of marketing), taken as a whole. in
connection with the sale of other goods of the same class or
kind and in the same quantitv as the goods in the sale. being
a sale of other goods in Australia at the same trade level as

35 the first-mentioned goods:
C) Australian inland freight and Australian inland insurance in

respect of the goods in the saie or of the goods from which
the goods in the saie were derived:

(d) the amount of anv duties of Customs and other taxes payable
40 because of the importation into. or the sale in, Australia of

the goods in the sale or of goods from which the goods in
the sale were derived: and

e) overseas frei2ht and overseas insurance in relation to the
goods in the saie or of the goods from which the goods in

45 the sale were derived:
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'value unrelated matter', in relation to goods the subject of a contract
for sale, means:

(a) any rebate of, or other decrease in, the price other thI= such
a rebate or decrease the benefit of which has been received
when L.he price is being determined& or 5

(b) any costs, charges or expenses in relation to activities
undertaken by the purchaser on the purchaser's own account
in relation to the goods (including any' activities of the
purchaser relating to advertising or promoting the sale of, or
to warranties or guarantees in relation to, the goodzs); 10

.vendor'. in relation to imported goods. neans the vendor under the
import sales transaction for the goods:

work goods', in relation to imported goods. means goods relating to
production work that was:

(a) required for the production of the imported goods: and 1
b) undertaken outside Australia.

work services., in relation to imported coods. means services relating to
production work that was:

a) required for the production of the imported goods: and
b) undertaken outside Austraiia. 20

)For the putrDoses of this Division. an event occurs about the same
-:me as another event if the iirst event occurs:

!a) on the same day as the other event: or
i(b) -within the 45 days immediately before, or the 45 days immediately

alter, the day on which the other event occurs. 25
For the ourooses oi this Division. pesn hall be deemed to be

eItatea to each other if. and oniv if:
;a .>otn being natural persons:

iithey are connected by a blood relationshiD or by marriage
or by adoption: or 30

*i)one of them is an officer or director of a body corporate
aontroiled. directly or indirectly, by the other:-

b) 1-otn being Dodies corporate:
both or' them are controlled. d~irectiy or indirectly, by a third
oet-son twhetner or not a bodv corporate): 35

*U) lottl or them toact her control. directive or indirectly, a third
ooav corporate:

'ii the same ocerson (%wnether or not a body corporate) is in a
~osriotocas, o cotri the cast ne of. 5% or more of the

mnaximumn number of votes that might be cast at a general 4U)
.neennin of' eacn of' them:

fCneor them. ceing a noov corporate. i's. directly or indirectly.
.ointrofiea by the otner twnetrier or not a body cormoratc):
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(d) one of them, being a natural person, is an employee, officer or
director of the other (whether or not a body corporate); or

(e) they are members of the same partnership.

"(4) A person. whether or not a body corporate. shall be taken to
5 control another body corporate for the purposes of subsection (3) if that

person has the capacity to impose any restraint or restrictions upon. cr to
exercise any direction over, that other body corporate.

"(5) Without. by implication, affecting the meaning of any reference to
an owner of goods in any other provision of this Act. a reference in this

10 Division to the owner of goods, being a ship or aircraft. shall not be taken
to include a person acting as agent for the owner or receiving freight or
other charges payable in respect of the ship or aircraft.

Interpretation-Buying commission
-155. 1) Subiect to subsection (2). a reference in this Division to a

15 buying commission in relation to imported goods is a reference to an amount
paid or payable by or on behalf of the purchaser of the goods directly or
indirectly to a person who, as an agent of the purchaser. represented the
purchaser in the purchase of the good& 1, the import sales transaction.

*(2) An amount paid by a purchaser of imported goods to another
I0person in the circumstances referred to in subsection (1) shall be taken not

to ne a buvinc commission unless a Collector is satisfied that that other
person did not and does not:

a) produce. .-. whole or in part. or control the production. in whole
or n part. .r

25 i) :ine ImDorted goods. or any other goods whose value would
be taken into account in determining, or attempting to
determine. the transaction value of the imported goods: or

ii) an! other goods of the same ciass as foods referred to in
Lutoarazraon (i):

'O h uDDiv. _. control the suppiv or. any services:
whose value would be taken into account in determining, or
atternmtin to determine. the ornce of the imported goods: or
anv other services of the same class as the services referred
to in suoparagraph (i .

) :ranswort tne importedd zoods. or inv other goods referred to in
~ucDaragrarDn la; (1i .within anv foreian country, between a foreign
;ountrv anfo .\ustraiia. or within .Austraiia. ior any purpose associated
.vItn the manufacture or importation or those imported goods:

-i-urcnase. xchanize. seil. or otherwise trade anv or the goods referred
iIn suoraragraoh (a) fi) or suDowi anv of the services referred to
anuomaragraon (bh ,I) other Shan in :ne caDacitv of an agent ot

.ne ourcnaser:
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(e) in relation to any of the goods referred to in subparagraph (a)(i)
cr any of the services referred to in subparagraph (b)(i):

(i) act as an agent for, or in any other way represent, the
producer. supplier. or vendor of the goods or services; or

(ii) otherwise be asciated with any such person except as the 5
agent of the purchaser, or

(f) claim or receive. directly or indirectly, the benefit of any commission,
fee or other payment, in the form of money, letter of credit,
negotiable instruments, or any goods cr services, from any person as
a consequence of the import sales transaction, other than mission 10
received from the purchaser for the services rendered by that person
in that transaction.

Interpretation-Identical goods and similar goods
"156. (1) Subject to subsection (2). a reference in this Division to

identical goods. in relation to imported goods is a reference to goods that a 15
Collector is Drevared. or is required by their owner, to treat as identical
zoods in relation to the imported goods. being goods that the Collector is
satisfied:

a ) are :he same ;n all -nateriai respects. including physical
characteristics. quality and reDutatLion. as the imported goods: 0

ib) were produced in the same country as the imported goods: and
ic) were produced by or on behaif of the producer of the imported

:ooas:
'ut not beinr -oods in relation to which:

d) .:.rt work. _esien 'york. ieveiopment work. Engineering work 25
-ndertaken. or substantially undertaken. in Australia: or
moceis. plans or sketches prepared. or substantially prepared. in
Xustraiia:

.-Vas or %were suDpiieu directly or ind'irectlv by or on behalf of the purchaser
.7ee Or charge or at . reaucea cost for use in relation to their production. 0

'2) Where a Coilector. auter reasonable inouirv, is not aware of any
oous tniat may oe treated unaer subsection I ) as identical goods in relation
o ;ne aoous to ne V:lued. -he Collector shaii disregard the requirement in
;arazra~n C)I 'or he ourtose of treatina -oods as identical goods in
-nation to tne importea goods. 5

'') Subject to suosectbon -4). i reference in this Division to similar
:oous. in relation to imoortea eoods. is a reference to goods that a Collector
s wreDarea. .,r is reauirea bv their owner. to treat as similar gooas in
-;:ation to [ne imported coods. being !aooas tnat the Collector is satisfied:

: osezv 7-semDiC -he irnvortea _owas in respectof comDonent 40
*nateriais anu narts ana in rcsDe:Ct of nnvsicai characteristics:
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(b) are functionally and commercially interchangeable with the imported
goods having regard to the quality and reputation (including any
relevant trade marks) of each lot of goods;

(c) were produced in the same country as the imported goods; and
5 (d) were produced by or on behalf of the producer of the imported

goods:
but not being goods in relation to which:

(e) art work, design work, development work or engineering work
undertaken, or substantially undertaken, in Australia; or

10 () models. plans or sketches prepared. or substantially prepared, in
Australia:

was or were supplied directly or indirectly by or on behalf of the purchaser
free of charge or at a reduced cost for use in relation to their production.

"(4) Where a Collector. after reasonable inquiry, is not aware of any
15 goods that may be treated under subsection (3) as similar goods in relation

to the goods to be valued, the Collector shall disregard the requirement in
paraeraoh (3) (d) for the purpose of treating goods as similar goods in
relation to the imported goods.

Interpretation-Rovalties
!57.i X)1A reference in this Division to a royalty includes a reference

to an amount paid or credited (however described or computed and whether
,he payment or credit is periodical or not) to the extent to which the
amount is Daid or crecited as consideration for:

a) -he mnakine. use. exercise or vending of an invention or the right to
-naike. use. exercise or vend an invention:

b) .he use of. or the right to use:
i) a design or trade mark:

ii confidential information: or
iiih machinery. implements. apparatus or other equipment:

30 ci :.ie supply of scientific. ecnnicai. industrial. commercial or other
knowiedae or information:

d) the supply of any assistance that is ancilary and subsidiary to. and
:s furnished as a means or enabling the application or enjoyment of,
,nv matter falling within any or the foregoing paragraphs: or

35at:Eotali or partial forbearance In respect of any matter falling within
anv of the foregoing paragraphs (including paragraph (d)).

' Where:
a) a person Days an amount of rovaitv in respect of goods at a time

vnen tne gooas are not imported gooas:
'0 be lne goods are :moorted zooas before or after the payment. and
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(c) the payment is made in connection with a scheme entered into or
carried out for the purpose of the payment not being royalty for
the purposes of this Division:

the payment shall be deemed, for the purposes of this Division, to have
been made at a time when the goods were imported goods. 5

"(3) In this section:
'design' means a design of a kind capable of being registered under the

Designs Act 1906, whether or not it is registered under that Act or
any other law;

'payment', in relation to an amount. includes the incurring of a liability 10
to pay, and the crediting of. the amount;

scheme' means:
(a) an agreement, arrangement. understanding, promise or

undertaking, whether formal or informal, whether express or
implied and whether or not enforceable, or intended to be 15
enforceable. by legal proceedings; or

(b) a plan. proposal. action. course of action or course of conduct,
whether unilateral or otherwise:

wise. inciudes hire-out. lease-out. rent-out. sell, market. distribute or
otherwise trade in or dispose of. 20

'(4) For the purposes of this section. a scheme shall be taken to be
enterea into or carried out for a particular purpose if the person who has.
Jr one or more of the persons who have. entered into or carried out the
scheme or a part of the scheme did so for that purpose or for purposes
-nciuding that purpose. 25

Interoretation-Transportation costs

58. Where the purchaser of imported goods:
a) hias suppiied any Production materai. production tooling or work

Zoods in relation to those imported goods to a person in a foreign
..ountry for purposes related to the production of those imported 30
zoods: or

b) has suppiled anv subsidiary goods to a person in a foreign country
.or purDoses related to the production of production materials,
production toowing. worK goocis or work services in relation to those
.mported goods: 35

-ererences in this Division to the cost of transporting that production
natenal or production tooling or those work goods or subsidiary goods. after
:.s or their acauisition or production bv the ourchaser. to the place of
Production in that foreten country sail be taken to include:

c1 the DacKing costs ftor materials and labour paid or payable by or on 40
behalff of the purchaser in relation to that Droduction material. or
rroauction tooling or those worK gas or subsidiary goods including,
:rut without imitina ne -eneraiitv ot the foregoing, costs ot
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fumigating, cleaning, coating, wrapping or otherwise preparing the
material tooling or goods for transportation to the place of production
of the imported goods;

(d) any amount paid or payable by or on behalf of the purchaser in
5 relation to that production material or production tooling or those

work goods or subsidiary goods that would:
(i) if that foreign country were Australia;
(ii) if any other country from which that material or tooling or

those goods were exported were a foreign country*and
10 (iii) if that material or tooling or those goods were imported

goods;
be an amount of foreign inland freight or foreign inland insurance,
overseas freight or overseas insurance, or Australian inland freight
or Australian inland insurance; and

15 (e) all duties of Customs, sales tax. or other duties or taxes paid or
payable in consequence of the importation of that production tooling
or those work goods or subsidiary goods or in consequence of any
other use, sale or disposition in that foreign country.

Value of imported goods
:O "159. (1) Unless the contrary intention appears in this Act or in another

Act. the value of imported goods for the purposes of an Act imposing duty
is their customs value and the Collector shall determine that customs value
in accordance with this section.

(2) Where a Collector can determine the transaction value of imported
-> goods. their customs value is their transaction value.

".(3) Where a Collector cannot determine the transaction value of
imported goods but can determine their identical goods value, their customs
value is their identical goods value.

(4) Where a Collector:
.0 (a) cannot determine the transaction value of imported goods: and

(b) cannot determine their identical goods value:
but can determine their similar goods value. their customs vajue is their
similar goods value.

(5) Where a Collector:
(a) cannot determine the transaction value of imported goods. not being

computed valued goods:
ib) cannot determine their identical goods value: and
(c) cannot determine their similar goods value:

out can determine their deductive (contemporary sales) value. their customs
)0 vaiue is their deductive {contemporary sales) value.
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"(6) Where a Collector:
(a) cannot determine the transaction value of imported goods, not being

computed valued goods;
(b) cannot determine their identical goods value;
(c) cannot determine their similar goods value: and 5
(d) cannot determine their deductive (contemporary sales) value;

but can determine their deductive (later sales) value, their customs value is
their deductive (later sales) value.

"(7) Where a Collector:
(a) cannot determine the transaction value of imported goods. not being 10

computed valued goods but being request goods;
(b) cannot determine their identical goods value.
(c) cannot determine their similar goods value:
(d) cannot determine their deductive (contemporary sales) value: and
(e) cannot determine their deductive (later sales) value: 15

but can determine their deductive (derived goods sales) value. their customs
value is their deductive (derived goods sales) value.

'(8) Where a Collector:
(a) cannot determine the transaction value of exporter's goods. not

being computed valued goods: 20
(b) cannot determine their identical goods value:
(c) cannot determine their similar goods value:
Ad) where thev are request goods. cannot determine any of their

deductive values: and
Ce) where they are not request goods: 25

i) cannot determine their deductive Icontemporary sales) value:
and

iii cannot determine their seductive later sales} value:
Out can determine *heir computed value, their customs value is their
computed vaiue. 30

'(9) Where a Collector:
(a) cannot determine the transaction value of imported goods. being

,omVuted valued goods:
'b) cannot determine their identical goods value: and
Ic) :annot determine their similar goods value: 35

:heir customs vaiue is their computed value.

(10) Where a Collector:
a) cannot determine the transaction vaiue of imported goods:
b) cannot determine their identlCai goods value:
c) cannot determine their similar goods value:
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(d) where they are request goods., cannot determine any of their
deductive values:

(e) where they are not request goods:
(i) cannot determine their deductive contemporaryy sales) value;

5 and
(ii) cannot determine their deductive (later sales) value; and

(f) where they are exporter's goods, cannot determine their computed
value;

their customs value is their fall-back value.

10 Inability to determine a value of imnporxed goods by reason of insufficient
or unreliable information

"160. (1) Where a Collector is not satisfied t iat there is sufficient
reliable information available to the Collector. being information of a kind
referred to in subsection (2), to enable him or her to determine a value of

15 imported goods in accordance with a provision of this visionn for determining
their customs value, the Collector may determine, in writing, that he or she
is not so satisfied and the Collector shall thereupon be taken to be unable
to determine that first-mentioned value.

-2i Where a Collector is not satisfied that there is sufficient reliable
0 information available to the Collector to enable him or her to determine the

Quantity and correctness of anv amount that is required to be taken into
account in determining a value of those goods in accordance with a provision
of this Division for determining the customs value of imported goods. then:

a) where that amount would ordinarily form part of their customs
aiue under .he particular valuation method set out in that
provision-zhe Collector shall determine, in writing, that he or she
;s not so satisfied and the Collector shall thereupon be taken to be
unable to use that method:

o) where that amount would ordinarily be deducted from the amount
.30 -hat wouid otherwise be their customs value under the particular

.:aiuation method set out in that provision:
-i?.f the Collector determines. in writing, that he or she is not

so satissned and that he or she does not desire to use the
method-the Collector shall thereupon be taken to be unable
to use that method: and

uii) W the Collector determines. in writing, that he or she is not
so satisfied but that he or she desires to use the method-the
Collector may use the method but no deduction shall be
.illoweu on account of that amount.

-10 ,ransaction vaiue
'51. 1) The transaction vaiue of imported goods is an amount equal

: the sum of their adjusted price in their import sales transaction and of
heir rrce related costs to the extent that those costs have not been taken
*nto account in determining the rice of the woods.
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"(2) In this section:
'adjusted price', in relation to imported goods, means the price of the

goods determined by a Collector who deducts from the amount that,
but for this subsection, would be the amount of that price, such
amounts as the Collector considers necessary to take account of the 5
following matters:

(a) deductible financing costs in relation to the goods;
(b) any costs that the Collector is satisfied:

(i) are payable for the assembly, erection. construction
or maintenance of, or any technical assistance in 10
respect of, the goods;

(ii) are incurred after importation of the goods into
Australia; and

(iii) are capable of being accurately quantified by reference
to the import sales transaction relating to the goods: 15

(c) Australian inland freight and Australian inland insurance in
relation to the goods:

(d) deductible administrative costs in relation to the goods:
(e) overseas freight and overseas insurance in relation to the

2oods. 20

Identical goods value
"161A. (1) The identical goods value of imported goods is their value

calculated as if the value of each of their units were:
(a) the unit price of comparable identical goods: or
(b) if. because 2 or more lots of goods are treated as comparable 25

identical goods. there are 2 or more such unit prices-the lower or
lowest of those unit prices.

"(2) In this section:
comparable identical 2oods'. in relation to imported goods. means identical

goods that a Collector is satisfied: 30
a) were exported to Australia about the same time as the

imported goods: and
(b) either:

(i) were sold in the same. or substantially the same.
quantities. as the imported goods in an import sales 35
transaction at the same trade level as the import sales
transaction of the imported goods: or

ii) are of a kind that reasonable inquiry by the Collector
has not shown to be so sold:

unit price. in relation to comparable identical goods. means their 40
transaction value:
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27

(a) adjusted to such extent as a Collector considers necessary so
that that value is what it would have been if:

(i) their foreign inland freight and foreign inland insurance
had been what that freight and insurance would have
been if the goods had been transported, and only
transported, over the distances over which, and in the
modes in which, the imported goods with which they
are comparable identical goods were transported;

(ii) the trade levels of the import sales transactions of the
comparable identical goods had been those of the
import sales transaction of the imported goods; and

(iii) the comparable identical goods had been sold in their
import sales transactions in the quantity in which the
imported goods were sold in their import sales
transaction: and

b) divided by the number of units of the comparable identical
goods.

Similar goods value
-'61B. .1) The simiiar goods value of imported goods is their value

'0 calculated as if the value of each of their units were:
a) the unit price of comparable similar goods: or
i3 . because 2 or more iots of goods are treated as comparable similar

1oods. there are 2 or more such unit prices-the lower or lowest of
:hose unit prices.

') In this section:
-omt;araole similar goods. .n relation to imported goods. means similar

woods that a Collector is satisfied:
a) were exDortea to Australia about the same time as the

imported goods: and
:0 b) either:

.vere soid ;n 'he same. or substantial the same.
:uantities. is the imported goods in an Import sales
:-ansaction at the same trade level as the import sales
.ansactuon or the imported goods: or

ii) Lre of a kind that reasonable inauirv by the Collector
Hias not shown to be so sold:

unit rice. t1i -riation .o comoarable similar goods. means their
transactionn vaiue:

a) ..uiusteu to sucn extent as a Collector considers necessary so
.hat tnat vajue is what it would have been if:
ei: eir foreian iniano freight and foreign inland insurance

:au Oeen wnat ,hat freiaht and insurance would have
-en .:.e -oods .iad been transported. and onjy

5

10

15

-4)
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transported, over the distances over which, and in the
modes in which, the imported goods with which they
are comparable similar goods were transported;

(ii) the trade levels of the import sales transactions of the
comparable similar goods had been those of the import 5
sales transaction of the imported goods; and

(iii) the comparable similar goods had been sold in their
import sales transactions in the quantity in which the
imported goods were sold in their import sales
transaction; and 10

(b) divided by the number of units of the comparable similar
goods.

Deductive (contemporary sales) value
"161C. (I) The deductive (contemporary sales) value of imported goods

is their value calculated as if the value of each of their units were the unit 15
price of comparable goods sold in the reference sale or sales.

'(2) In this section:
contemporary sale', in relation to comparable goods comparable with

imported goods. means a sale known to a Collector of the comparable
goods in Australia in the condition in which they were imported. 20
being a sale:

ia' at about the same time as the time of importation of the
imported goods:

tb) at the first trade levei at which the comparable goods were
sold after their importation: 25

(c) In circumstances where, in the oDinion of the Collector. the
purchaser of the comparable goods:

(i) was not. at the time of the sale. related to the vendor
of the comparable goods: and

(ii) did not incur any production assist costs in relation 30
to the comparable goods: and

d) -.hat was. in the opinion of the Collector. a saie of a sufficient
number or units Of COmparabie goods as to permit an
appropriate determination of their Price per unit:

reference saie . in relation to comparable goods. means: 35
a) where there was oniv one contemoorarv sale of the goods-

,hat sale:
*b) where:

i) there were 2 or more such saies; and
ii) Ihe comparable goods were solid in those saies at the A)

one unit Drice:
-ach or those sales:
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(c) where:
(i) there were 2 or more such sales;
(ii) the comparable goods were sold in those sales at 2 or

more unit prices; and
5 (iii) a higher number of units of comparable goods were

sold in those sales at one of those unit price than were
sold in those sales at any other single particular unit
price;

the sale, or each of the sales, in which comparable goods
10 were sold at the particular unit price first-mentioned in

subparagraph (iii);
(d) where:

(i) there were 2 or more such sales:
(ii) the comparable goods were sold in those sales at 2 or

15 more unit prices: and
(iii) an equal number of units of comparable goods were

sold in those sales at each of those unit prices:
the saie or sales in which the comparable goods were sold at
the iower or lowest of the unit prices: and

2O (e) where:
(i) there were 2 or more such sales:
(ii) the comparable goods were sold in those sales at 2 or

more unit prices: and
iiii an equal number of units of comparable goods were

sold in those sales at 2 or more of those unit prices
and that number was not exceeded by the number of
units of comparable goods sold in those sales at any
other single particular unit price:

the sale. or sales. at which comparable goods were sold at
'0 the iower or lowest of the unit prices first-mentioned in

iubDparagraph (iii'):
unit price . in relation to comparable goods solid in a contemporary sale.

means the price of the goods in that sale:
NIL reduce by the sum of vaiue unrelated amounts. deductible

acadministrative costs, and deductible financing costs. in relation
to the comparable goods: and

ib) divided by the number of units of the comparable goods.

'(3) The following example illustrates the operation of paragraph (c)
of the definition of 'reference sale' in subsection (2):

4) Facts:
here were ' contemporary saies of > units of comparable goods at a
Unit price of S100.
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There were 6 contemporary sales of 3 units of comparable goods at a
unit price of S40.
There was one contemporary sale of 4 units of comparable goods at a
unit price of S40.
There was one contemporary sale of 7 units of comparable goods at a 5
unit price of 560.
There were 3 contemporary sales of 2 units of comparable goods at a
unit price of $60.
This means that:
10 units of comparable goods were sold in contemporary sales at 5100. 10
22 units of comparable goods were sold in contemporary sales at $40.
13 units of comparable goods were sold in contemporary sales at S60.
Result:
More units of comparable goods were sold in contemporary sales at S40
than were sold in such sales at any other unit price. 15
Therefore. the reference sales are the sales at the unit price of S40.
-4) The following example illustrates the operation of paragraph (e)

of the definition of 'reference sale' in subsection (2):
Facts:
There was one contemporary sale of 10 units of comparable goods at a 20
unit price of S60.
There were 2 contemporary saies of 2 units of comparable goods at a
unit price of 320.
There was one contemporary sale of 6 units of comparable goods at a
unit price of 320. . 25
There were 8 contemDorarv sales of I unit of comparable goods at a
unit once of $80.
There was one contemporary sale of 5 units of comparable goods at a
unit price of S70.
There were 2 contemporary sales of 2 units of comparable goods at a 30
unit price of S70.
here were 2 contemDorar sales of I unit of comparable goods at a

unit price of 350.
There were 2 contemDorarv sales of 4 units of comparable goods at a
unit price of $50. 35
i;esuit:
\n eauai riumoer of units of comparable goods (10) were sold in
contemoorarv saies at 3 unit prices 3560. 320. $50).
This number is not exceeded bv S units of comparable goods sold in
*:ontemporarv sales at 580 or by ) units of comparable goods sold in 40
contemoorarv sales at S70.
Therefore. reference sates are the saies at the unit Drice of 320.
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Deductive (later sales) value
"161D. (1) The deductive (later sales) value of imported goods is their

value calculated as if the value of each of the units were the unit price of
comparable goods sold in the reference sale or sales.

5 "(2) In this section:
'later sale', in relation to comparable goods compared with imported

goods, means a sale known to a Collector of the comparable goods
in Australia in the condition in which they were imported, being a
sale:

10 (a) during the 90 days that began on the day of importation of
the imported goods;

(b) at the first trade level at which the comparable goods were
sold after their importation;

(c) in circumstances where, in the opinion of the Collector, the
15 purchaser of the comparable goods:

(i) was not, at the time of the sale, related to the vendor
of the comparable goods: and

(ii) did not incur any production assist costs in relation
to the comparable goods: and

20 (d) was, in the opinion of the Collector, a sale of a sufficient
number of units of comparable goods as to permit an
appropriate determination of their price per unit:

'reference sale'. in ation to comparable goods. means:
(a) where there was only one later sale of the goods-that sale;

25 (b) where there were 2 or more such sales and one of them was
on an earlier day than the other or others-that sale: or

(c) where there were 2 or more such sales on a common day
and no such sale occurred on an earlier day:

(i) if one of the sales on the common day was of a higher
30 number of units of the comparable goods than the

other or others on the common dav-that sale of a
higher number: or

i ii) if 2 or more of the sales on the common day were of
the same number of units of comparable goods and

35 no other sale on the common day was of a higher
number of such units-whichever of those 2 or more
sales of the same number of units was the sale in
which comparable goods were sold at the lower or
lowest unit price:

40 'unit price'. in relation to comparable goods sold in a later sale. means
the price of the goods in that sale:

ta) reduced by the sum of value unrelated amounts. deductible
administrative costs. and deductible financing costs. in relation
So the comparable goods: and
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(b) divided by the number of units of the comparable goods.

Deductive (derived goods sales) value
"161E. (1) The deductive (derived goods sales) value of imported goods

is their value calculated as if the value of coach of their units were the unit
price of derived goods derived from them sold in the reference sale or sales. 5

"(2) In this section:
'derived goods', in relation to imported goods, means the imported goods

after they have been assembled, packaged or further processed in
Australia;

'derived goods sale'. in relation to derived goods derived from imported 10
goods. means a sale known to a Collector of derived goods in
Austraiia, being a sale:

(a) during the 90 days that began on the day of importation of
the imported goods:

(b) at thc rirst tr-de level at which the derived goods were sold 15
after that importation:

(c) .n circumstances where. in the opinion of the Collector. the
Durchaser of the derived zoods:

wi)was not related to the vendor of the derived goods at
:he time of the sale: and '0

tii) diid not incur any production assist costs in relation
;o zhe derived goods: and

d)-:hat wvas. in the opinion oI the Collector. a sale of a sufficient
number of units of derived goods as to permit an appropriate
determination of the Dricv per unit of the zoods:

eterence saie. :n reiation to derived goocs. means:
a) here there was oniv one derived goods saie-that sale:
*bi vihere:

i) here were 2 or more suc' sales: and
ii'i) .irived gooos were solid in those saies at the one unit 30

:rce:
,ach of those sales:

,C ;wnere:
O n:iere were 2 or more such sales:
zi) he arrived ^-oous were soid in those sales at 2 or 35

:norc unit prices: and
.ii higner number or units or derived goods were sold

.ni tnosc saies at one of those unit prices than were
-old in tnose saics at anv otner sinzie particular unit
-rice: 40
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the sale, or each of the sales, in which derived goods were
sold at the particular unit price first-mentioned in
subparagraph (iii);

(d) where:
5 (i) there were 2 or more such sales;

(ii) derived goods were sold in those sales at 2 or more
unit prices; and

(iii) an equal number of units of derived goods wcre sold
in those sales at each of those unit prices:

10 the sale or sales in which the derived goods wcre sold at the
lower or lowest of the unit prices; and

(e) where:
(i) there were 2 or more such sales;
(ii) derived goods were sold in those sales at 2 or more

15 unit prices: and
(iii) an equal number of units of derived goods were sold

in those sales at 2 or more of those unit prices and
that number was not exceeded by the number of units
of derived goods sold in those sales at any other single
particular unit price:

the sale. or sales. at which derived goods were sold at the
lower or lowest of the unit prices first-mentioned in
subparagraph (iii);

unit price'. in relation to derived goods derived from imported goods
'5 and sold in a derived goods sale, means the price of the derived

goods in that sale:
(a) reduced by the sum of:

(i) value unrelated amounts. in relation to the derived
goods:

0 (ii) deductible administrative costs in relation to the
derived goods:

iii) deductible financing costs in relation to the derived
goocs: and

Oiv) the amount of the value added to the derived goods
that is attributable to the assembly, packaging or
further processing of the imported goods in Australia;
and

tb) divided bv the number of units of the derived goods.

Computed vaiue
40 "'161F. (1) The computed vaiue of imDorted goods is such part of the

sum of the following amounts as a Collector considers should be apportioned
:o their production:

ka) Australian arranged nmateriai costs:
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(b) Australian arranged subsidiary costs;
(c) Australian arranged tooling costs:
(d) Australian arranged work costs:
(e) the value of all other goods used in their production and not

included in paragraphs (a) to (d), inclusive; 5
(f) the costs. charges and expenses incurred by their producer in relation

to their production and not included in paragraphs (a) to (e),
inclusive:

(g) the profit and expenses (including all costs, direct or indirect. of
marketing but not including costs and expenses included in 10
paragraphs (a) to (f), inclusive) that are usually added to the sale
for export to Australia of goods of the same class as the imported
,oods from the country of export of the imported goods, being a
sale of zoods bv their producer to a purchaser who is not, at the
time of sale. related to the producer: 15

h) packing costs for materials and labour incurred in respect of the
goods (inciudinz. but without limiting the generalitv of the forezoing,
costs of fumigating. Jleaning. coating, wrapping or otherwise
preparing the goods for their exportation from a foreign country or
otherwise placing them in the condition in which thev are imported 20
.nto Austraiia out not inciudine the cost of any exempted pallet or
exemrted container concerned in their exportation , being costs that
re not included in DaragraDns ia) to ig)j inclusive:

:'oreian iniand freight and Core:n inland insurance that is usuailv
added to a saie -rcferred to in parairaht) and that is not included 25
.n oaraaraDfs (a) to ih). inclusive.

'' in :.is section. *.ustraiian arranAed material cOsts'. .\ustraiian
irrannea subsidiary costs'. '.\ustraiian arranged wooiing costs' and 'Australian
..rrangyed worK C.sts'. .n relation to im orted woods. have the meanings that
'>urcnaser s materiai costs '. urcnaser's suDsidiarY costs'. 'purchaser's tooling 30
.osts -nai . urcnaser s ;%orK costs' esDectiveiv. wvould have. in relation to
moortea ':ooas. .. .;ne r:-erences ;n :.ie - iust-mentioned definitions to
Durcnaser were .rerences to a person in Australiai.
?ail-back '&amue

' I (. .:ne rail-bacK VaIue or imDortea gooos is such vaiue as a Coilector 35
determiness. .-:avina rcizara to the other metnoos of valuation under this
Division in tne oroer .n wnich tnose metnoas %,(ouid orainaniv be considered
naer :ecuion .5 aina :o >ucn other matters .ts the Collectr considers
-Wevant. nut :2t having r-ecara to anv of the l'oiiowinz matters:

ne .etiinL, ornce n ustraila oz -ooas oroauced in A4ustralia: 40
) .nv stemm tnat nroviues ror zme acceorance for Customs Durooses

tr te nisner oi aiternntive .'atues:
Ci ie 7-ric ta :oous on '.IC t:mestic manret of the country from

'nicn, me imoonrteC cuos were exoortcc:
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(d) the cost of production of goods, other than the computed value of
identical goods or similar goods;

(e) the price of goods sold for export to a country other than Australia
and not imported into Australia;

S (f) any system that provides for minimum values for Customs purposes;
(g) arbitrary or fictitious values.

When transaction value unable to be determined
"161H. (1) Without limiting section 160, a Collector cannot determine

the transaction value of imported goods for the purposes of this Division,
10 including, but without limiting the generality of the foregoing, section 161A

or 161B. if the Collector:
(a) after reasonable inquiry, is not aware of any import sales transaction

in relation to the goods:
(b) has. in accordance with subsection (3), (5) or (7), decided that the

transaction value of the zoods cannot be determined: or
(c) is satisfied that the -isposition or use of the goods by the purchaser

is subject to restrictions. not beinz restrictions oi the following kinds:
ii) .estrictions imposed or required by, or by any public officer

or authority acting in accordance with. any law in force in
'3Xustraiia:

ii3 7-strictions that iimit the geographical area in which the
2ooas mav be soid:

iii restrictionss that do not substantially affect the commercial
*aiue of the goods.

2 Where. :ni relation tO oods required to be valued. a Collector:
a) : satisfied :hat the :urchaser and the vendor of imported goods

vere. at, he time of ;he goods' import saies transaction. related
-ersons: Ina

b) :onsiders !.at that :.iationshin mav have influenced the price of
29 ::he zooas:

:.e Collector snaii. ,v notice in '.vnting served. personally or by post. on the
purchaser of the -ooos:

C) !.avise tne ourcnaser ot:

i) -he .iew that the Collector has former of the possible effect
-n tme once of the goods of the reintionsnip between the
-urcnaser ana the vendor:

-n:;ne reasons for forming that view: and
Ii) ..e :'act that. 'because or that view. the Collector may be

-:cuirec to decide under suosection t ) that the transaction
_iue of' the -zoocs cannot be deter-ned: and

J) *vite -:e rurcnaser : nut before the Collector. within a period
Decinea 1.: Lne notice taot neine a period or' less than 28 days),
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such further information as the purchaser considers might serve to
satisfy the Collector as to any of the matters set out in subsection
(3).

"(3) On the expiration of the period specified in a notice under subsection
(2), the Collector shall, unless the purchaser of the imported goods has 5
satisfied the Collector that:

(a) a relationship between the purchaser and the vendor of the goods
did not influence the price of the goods: or

(b) the amount of the transaction value that would be determined in
respect of the goods if the purchaser and the vendor had not been 10
related at the time of the import sales transaction for the goods
divided by the number of the units of the goods closeiv approximates,
having regard to all relevant factors:

(i) the unit price within the meaning of section 161A of identical
goods that were exported to Australia about the same time 15
as the imported goods:

(iii) the unit price within the meaning of section 161B of similar
zoods that were exported to Australia about the same time
as the imported goods:

iii) the unit price of identical goods or similar goods sold in a 20
contemporarv sale within the meaning of section 161C as
determined in accordance with that section: or

iv) the computed unit price of identical goods or similar goods
that were imported into Austraiia about the same time as
:he imported goods being the computed v.aiue of those '5
.denticai or similar floods determined in accordance with
section 161 F divided bv the number of units of those identical
or similar goods:

be taken to be unable to determine the transaction vaiue of the goods.
W(1!Where, in relation to goods required to De valued, a Collector is of '0

:he opinion that the price at which the goods were sold in their import sales
:ransaction is different trom the Drice at which goods that are identical
.oods or similar goods to the first-mentionea goods would normailv be sold
.n an import sales transaction similar to the iirst-mcntioned import sales
Transaction. the Collector snail. bv notice in writing served. -,ersonailv or bv 35
)ost. on the Durcnaser:

a) :advise the Durchaser of the Collector's oDinion: and
b require the purchaser to satisfy the Collector. within the period

Decifled in the notice. not being a Deriod of less than 2s davs. that
:he pricc difference was not designed to obtain a reduction of. or to 40
uvola autv.

<5 On tne expiration of the ocrdod sneciried in a notice under subsection
*4 in relation to imported Foods. the Collector shall. unless the Purchaser

.t the 2oo0s to whom the notice was ',ziven hias satisfied the Collector as
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required by the notice. be taken to be unable to determine the transaction
value of the goods.

"(6) Where, in relation to services provided in respect of goods required
to bc valued, a Collector is of the opinion that the services were provided

5 in relation to the goods under the terms of their import sales transaction at
a price different from the price .ormally paid for the provision of identical
or similar services in relation to goods that are identical goods or siiqilar
goods to the first-mentioned goods. sold in an import sales transaction similar
to the first-mentioned import sales transaction, the Collector shall, by notice

10 in writing served. personally or by post, on the purchaser:
(a) advise the purchaser of the Collector's opinion: and
(b) require the purchaser to satisfy the Collector. within the pciod

specified in the notice. not being a period of less than 28 days, that
the rice difference was not designed to obtain a reduction of, or to

15 avoid duty.

M7) On the expiration of the period specified in a notice under subsection
(6) in reiation to imported goods. the Collector shall. unless the purchaser
of the goods to whom the notice was riven has satisfied the Collector as
reauirea bN the notice. be taken to be unable to determine the transaction

0 "ajue of th.e zoods.
Vaiue ol goods to be in Austraiian currency

*"6iJ. 1) '\here an amount that is. in accordance with this Division.
.eauirea :o oe taken :nto account for the purpose of ascertaining a value of
any imported gooas is an amount in a currency other than Australian

5 zurrencv. : .e amount to oe so taken into account shail be the equivalent in
\ustraiian currency of that amount. ascertained according to the ruling rate
*)f e.x<change in 7eNation to that other currency in respect of the day of
:=xortation of the zooas.

'2F.or the rurvoses of this section. the Comptrotier mav specify, by
0 -otice nuoiished in tne Gazeite:

a) .-ate that :s to be ceemea zo be. or to nave oeen. the ruling rate
-n excnanee. ::1 reiation to any currency, in respect of a day, or of
*acn dav occurring cunng a period. preceding the dav of publication
,r the notice: or

atb) rae that :s to oe seemed to be. or to have been. the ruling rate
.fr -xcnanee. :n relation to anv currency. in respect of each day
:ccumne aurina a Dernoa commencing on the oav of publication of
.ne notice. ;. on an earlier dav soecined in tne notice. and ending
-n the revocation or the notice:

40 Iter navinz rezaro:
. nere :ne runine rate ot exccnance is soeci'ied in resoect of a day-

:;ommerc:ai rates or excnanee tnat orevaiied on or about that
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(d) where the ruling rate of exchange is specified in respect of a period
commencing before the day of publication of the notice-to
commercial rates of exchange that prevailed d-ing so much of that
period as preceded the day of publication of the notice; and

(e) where the ruling rate of exchange is specified in respect of any 5
other period-to commercial rates of exchange that last prevailed
before the publication of that notice.

"(3) At any time, the ruling rate of exchange in relation to a particular
foreign currency, in respect of a particular day, shall be:

(a) if a rate of exchange has been specified at that time under subsection 10
(2) as the ruling rate of exchange, in relation to that currency, in
respect of that day, or in respect of a period that includes that
day-the rate so specified; and

(b) if a rate of exchange has not been so specified at that time-such
a rate of exchange as the Comptroller determines to be the ruling 15
rate of exchange, in relation to that currency, in respect of that day,
after having regard to commerical rates of exchange prevailing on
or about that day and to such other matters as the Comptroller
considers relevant.

"(4) In this section: 20
Aav of exportation. in relation to imported goods, means:

,a) where the goods were exported by post from the place of
export and a Collector is satisfied as to the day of posting-
that dav:

bb) where the goods departed or were transported from their 25
place of export in any other wav and a Collector is satisfied
as to the day of their departure or transportation-that day;
and

|c) in anv other case-a dav determined by the Collector.

Owner to be advised of value of goods 30
" 61 K. .i) Where the Comptroller or a Collector has determined the

customs value of goods in accordance with this Division. the Comptroller or
:he Collector shall cause the value to be recorded on the entry in respect of
,hem or otherwise advise their owner of the amount.

(2) Where a Collector signifies. in a manner prescribed by the 35
regulations. nis or her acceptance or an estimate of the value of the goods.
whether that estimate appears on the entry in respect of those goods or in
any other statement ou i at1VLiULV-ailled -%GeA glsv5 Goo. I.
Collector shall. bv so signifying, be taken for thle purposes of subsection ( I)
:o nave determined the customs vaiue of the goods and to have advised 40
,heir owner of that amount.

'3) If. within 23 davs after being advised under subsection 1) of the
customss vaiue of coods determined in accordance with this Division. an
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owner of the goods requests a Collector, in writing, to give the owner
particulars of the valuation, the Collector shall, within 28 days after the
making of the request, give the owner a notice in writing setting out:

(a) the method by which the customs value of the goods was determined;
5 (b) the findings of material questions of fact relating to that

determination, the evidence or other material on which those findings
were based and the reasons for that determination; and

(c) the calculations by which the determination of the value was made
and the information on which those calculations were based.

10 "(4) Nothing in this section requires, or permits, the giving of information
that:

(a) relates to the personal affairs or business affairs of a person, other
than the person making the request because of which information
was given: and

15 (b) is information:
(i) that was supplied in confidence:
(ii) the publication of which would reveal a trade secret:
(iii) that was given in compliance with a duty imposed by an

enactment: or
.0 tiv) the giving of which in accordance with the request would be

in contravention of an enactment, being an enactment that
expressly imposes on the person to whom the information
was given a duty not to divulge or communicate to any
person. or to any person other than a person included in a

'5 prescribed class of persons. or except in prescribed
circumstances. information of that kind.

', In this section. 'enactment' has the same meaning as in the
idminzsrrarive Decisions (Judicial Reviewt A4ct 1977.

Review of determinations and other decisions
61L. ,1) At any time after the making of a determination or other

.ecision Ds an officer under this Division in relation to goods. the Comptroller
-nav review the determination or other decision and may:

a ) .ffirm the determination or other decision:
b) ;;arv the determination or other decision: or

.5 -C)c evoke the determination or other decision and make any other
:etermination or decision that is required to be made for the purpose
,,f determining the customs value of the goods in accordance with
his Division.

W)Where, bv reason that the Comotroller. under subsection (1), has
-() aeanse or revoked a determination or other decision of an officer or has

naae a determination or other decision that is required to be made by
-fiason or the revocation or a determination or other decision of an officer:
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(a) an amount of duty that was levied is less than the amount that
should have been levied; or

(b) an amount of duty that was refunded is greater than the amount
that should have been refunded;

section 165 applies in relation to any demand by a Collector fcr the payment 5
of the amount of duty so short levied or so erroneously refunded, as the
case may be.

"(3) In this section. 'officer' means a Collector or a delegate of the
Comptroiler.'.
Pallets used in international transport 10

8. Section i62B of the Principal Act is amended by omitting subsection
(4).

9. After section 214 of the Principal Act the following sections are
inserted:

Powers of officers to inspect commercial documents under a section 39 15
authorisation

214AA. t 1) Where:
a) a person has been authorised to deai with goods under section 39

suDiect to the condition that an officer of Customs may require
verincation of information suppiied in connection with an entrv of 20
those moods: and

i b) :he Comvtroller or Collector rnas reasonable rounds to believe that
:here are on any premises. other than residential premises. occupied
:;v ;;hat person in the course of his or her business. commercial
documents relating to that information: 25

an officer of Customs authorised. in writing, by the Comptroller to exercise
powerss under this section:

c) maV. at ail reasonaoie urmes. enter ana remain on those premises:
d) s entitled to full and free access at ail reasonable times to any such

Documents on those premises: ana 30
e) may inseCCt. -xamine. maKe coDies of. or take extracts from. anv

,ucn documents on those premises:
or tne purDose of verfying that information.

'3 .n officer of CuLstoms is not entitled to enter on any premises
under this section unless. before so doine. the omffcC. Produces to the person 35
Occupying. or apparently in charge or. ;he premises written evidence of the
act that he or stie is so authornsea.

3) the person occuryina, Qr aDparentiv in charge of. premises entered
)v an orricer unuer subsection inaii provide the officer with all reasonable
ciiities ana assistance for tne effective exercise ot powers under this section. 40
Fenaitv: SI1.000.
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Powers of officers to inspect commercial documents in other
circumstances

"214AB. (1) An authorised officer may, with the consent of the occupier
of any premises, enter the premises and exercise the powers of an authorised

5 officer under this section in relation to those premises.

"(2) Where the Comptroller or a Collector has reasonable grounds for
believing that there are on any premises commercial documents relating to
information that was supplied to a Collector for purposes connected With
the entry of goods. the Comptroller or that Collector may make an

10 application to a Magistrate for a warrant authorising an authorised officer
who is nominated for the purpose to enter the premises and to exercise the
powers of an authorised officer under this section in relation to those
premises.

"(3) If. on an application under subsection (2), the Magistrate is satisfied,
I5 by information on oath or affirmation. that:

(a) there is reasonable ground for believing that there are on the
premises the subject of the application commercial documents of
the kind referred to in subsection (2); and

b) the occupier of the premises has not given consent for an authorised
:0 officer to enter the premises and exercise the powers of an authorised

officer under this section in relation to those premises:
.he Ma strate shail arant a warrant authorising the nominated authorised
,nicer. vith such assistance as the officer thinks necessary and if necessary
Dv force. to enter the premises. during such hours of the day or night as the

.2 warrant suecines. or. i the warrant so specifies. at any time, and to exercise
:-he cowers of an alutnorisea officer under this section in relation to those
Premises.

-4) There shall be included in a warrant issued under this section:
a) statement of the purpose for which the warrant is issued: and

J0 b) :ne time. not being a time more than 30 days after the day of issue
:r the warrant. at wnich the warrant ceases to have effect.

-) Here premises entered bv an alurhorised officer under this section
-re occuciea at the time or the entrv. the person occupying, or apparently
n .;larae of. the premises shail provide the officer With all reasonable
*aciiities and assistance for the erfective exercise of his or her cowers under
..his section.

'enaltV: 51,000.
)) :kfn aurnorisea officer -vno nas entered Dremises under a warrant

-hail. uDon request of a Derson occupying. or apparently in charge of. the
-x) Premises. Drocuce ine warrant for inspection Ov tnat person.

-T'e powers or an aurhorisea orticer unaer this section in relation
i) premises are:
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(a) to search the premises for commercial documents relating to the
entry of the goods concerned; and

(b) to inspect, examine, make copies of, or take extracts from, any such
documents found on those premises.

"(8) In this section 'authorised officer' means an officer of Customs who 5
is authorised, in writing, by the Comptroller to exercise powers under this
section.

Warrants may be panted by telephone etc.
"214AC. (1) Where, by reason of circumstances of urgency, the

Comptroiler or a Collector considers it necessary to do so, he or she may 10
make an application for a warrant under subsection 214AB (2) by radio,
telephone or other means of communication, in accordance with this section.

'(2) Before so making application, the Comptroller or a Collector shall
prepare an information of a kind referred to in subsection 214AB (3) that
sets out the grounds on which the issue of the warrant is being sought, but 15
may. if it is necessary to do so, make the application before the information
has been sworn.

,3) Where a Magistrate to whom an application under subsection (1)
is made is satisfied:

a after having considered the terms of the information prepared in 20
accordance with subsection (2): and

,b) after having received such further information (if any) as the
Magistrate requires concerning the grounds on which the issue of
the warrant is being sought:

that :here are reasonable grounds for issuing the warrant. the Magistrate 25
snaii complete and sign such a search warrant as the Magistrate would issue
under section 214AB if the application had been made in accordance with
that section.

WiWhere a Maeistrate signs a warrant under subsection (3):
aX :-he Maeistrate shall inform the Comptroller or a Collector of the 30

:erms or the warrant and the date on which and the time at which
:r was signed. and record on the warrant the reasons for the granting
Jf the warrant: and

b) the Comotroller or a Collector shall complete a form of warrant in
:he terms rurnished to him or her by the Magistrate and write on 35

i) the name of the Maaistrate:
ii) the date on which and the time at which the warrant was

signed: and
iii) Particulars or a means ot communication with the Magistrate 40

nominated bv the Magistrate for purposes of verifying the
issue or the warrant.
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"(5) Where the Comptroller or a Collector completes a form of warrant
in accordance with subsection (4), he or she shall, not later than the day
next following the last day on which the warrant has effect. forward to the
Magistrate who signed the warrant the form of warrant completed by the

5 Comptroller or a Collector and the information duly sworn in connection
with the warrant.

"(6) Upon receipt of the documents referred to in subsection (5), the
Magistrate shall attach to them the warrant signed by the Magistrate and
deal with the documents in the manner in which the Magistrate would have

10 dealt with the information if the application for the warrant had been made
in accordance with section 214AB.

"(7) A form of warrant duly completed by the Comptroller or a Collector
in accordance with subsection (4) is, if it is in accordance with the terms of
the warrant signed by the Magistrate, authority for any entry of an authorised

15 officer of premises specified in the warrant, and for the exercise by the
authorised officer of the powers of an authorised officer as set out in
subsection 2i4AB (7) in relation to those premises.

"(8) An authorised officer who has entered premises under authority of
a warrant issued under this section shall. upon request of a person occupying,

:0 or apparently in charge of. the premises. produce a form of the warrant
that autnorised that entry. duly completed by the Comptroller or a Collector
in accordance with subsection (4), for inspection by that person.

"(9) Where :t is material. in any proceedings, for a court to be satisfied
that an entrv of premises or the exercise of the powers of an authorised

5 officer within the meaning of subsection 214AB (7) was authorized in
accordance with this section. and the warrant signed by a Magistrate in
accordance with this section authorising the entry or exercise of those powers
.s not produced in evidence. the court shall assume. unless the contrary is
-roved. :hat the :ntrv or exercise oi those powers was not authorised by

0 such a warrant.'.
10. After section :'9 of the Princival Act the following section is

nserted:

Commercial documents to be keot
*'40. I) A person who imports goods into Australia shall keep all the

:> -etevant commercial documents relating to the gooas that came into that
persons Possession or control before. or come into that persons possession
)r control on or after. the entry or those goods for any purpose. being
Documents that are necessary to enable a Collector to ascertain whether the
Fooas are property described and. in the case of goods that arc entered for

A)O .iome consumDtion. properiv valued or rated for dutv until:
'a i the zooas are not uitimatelv entered for home consumption-the

0ooas cease to bc subiect zo the control of Customs: and
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(b) if the goods are entered, or ultimately entered. for home
constumption-the expiration of the period of 5 years after the goods
are so entered.

Penalty: S2,000.
"(2) Where, in accordance with the requirrnent of any law of the 5

Commonwealth or of a State or Territory or with ordinary commercial
practice a document that would, but for this subsection, be required to be
kept in accordance with subsection (1), is required by that law or practice
to be surrendered to another persc.i. this section shall be taken to be
comDlied with if. at all times after the document is so surrendered and 10
during the period that the document would have been required to be kept,
a true copy of the document. certified in accordance with subsection (3), is
keDt in its stead.

(3) Where a person is required to surrender a commercial document
referred to in subsection (1) to another person for a reason set out in 15
subsection (2), the first-mentioned person may make a true copy of the
document and. ii the first-mentioned person does so. and attaches to the
copy a certincate. sinned bv the first-mentioned person:

a) to the effect:
i) ;hat the copV is a true copV of the oriznal document: and 0
ii) :hat the onignai document has been surrendered to that

other person for that reason: and
b :roviding oarticuiars of the reason referred to in subparagraph

a) (ii):

:;ne zcrufied ;CDV hall be treated bv the Commtroller or a Collector. and '5
snaii be admissible in ail courts. as if it were the original document.

-1).\ person who ;s required bv subsection 1) to keep commercial
documents rctatnog to particular goods:

a nail keeo the documents in such a manner as wiil enable a
'oilector readily to ascertain whetner the goods have been properiv 30
.lescrioea. and. in tne case of goocs entered for home consumption.
?rooeriv valued or rated for dutv:
'nial. on request. ;n wn'tine, bv a Collector. inform the Collector as
:o the vnereaoouts ot the documents: and

c) iublect to subsection (5). shall not aiter or deface anv commercial 35
documentt reauired to be so kept.

2enaItv: i2.OO.

N.sothn'n in p~ragraon f4)(c shail be taken to pronibit the notation
.)r mnarKing oi aocument in accordance Witn orainarv commercial practice.

6u Vhere: 4.0
: ncrson !S conVIctECU of n offence aslainst subsection (I) or (4):
.na
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(b) the court before which the person is convicted is satisfied that the
person has previously been convicted of a records offence;

the penalty that the court may impose in respect of the first-mentioned
offence is a fine not exceeding $5,000.

5 "(7) This section shall not require the keeping of any commercial
documents:

(a) by a company that has gone into liquidation and that has ben
dissolved.

(b) by a class of persons that is declared by the regulations to be a
10 class to which this section does not apply; or

(c) of a kind declared by the regulations to be commercial documents
to which this section does not apply.".

Review of decisions
11. Section 273GA of the Principai Act is amended by omitting paragaph

' (h) and substituting the following paragraph:
M(h) a decision of the Comntroiler under subsection 1611 () specifying

a rate of exchange: .

5oo0s enre;.ed before I Januarv 1988
:. 'otwithstandinz the mendmrents of the Customs Act 1901 made

*Dv sections and 1 1 or this .-\ct. zhe provisions of Division 2 of Part VIII
na section 273G.- of the Cusroms Act 19001 as in force immediately before
J ulv i 989 continue to appiv in respect of the valuation of goods that are

-:nterea under section 36 or the Customs Act 1901 before that date. whether
)r r.ot the zoocs are vajuea :crcre that cate. as if those amendments had
?0ot teen -Amace.

?ART III--iMENDMNENTS OF THE EXCISE ACT 1901

?rincivai Act
'3. ,in this Part. *"vincirai .\ct' .means the Excise Act 1901:.

interpretationn
20 A4. Section - or the PzrinclDai Act is amcnoed:

a) :v omitting from subsection ( ) the iefinition of Officer or
Dfficer or Customs .mna substituting mne foilowmne definitions:

Officer means an orriccr Of Customs:
Q)fficcr tLr Customs means a person:

'Xzmivea :1 Lne Customs: or

.u.horisea n:rrntrmn ov the * omptrouler to perform
.A1 or the functions or an officer or Customs:

.na inciuces:
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(c) in relation to a provision of an Excise Act, a person
authorised in writing by the Comptroller to perform
the functions of an officer of Customs under that
provision; or

(d) in relation to a power conferred by a provision of an 5
Excise Act, a person authorised in writing by the
Comptroller to perform the functions of an officer of
Customs in relation to the exercise of that power;".
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